IMMERSIONS AND SURGERIES OF
TOPOLOGICAL MANIFOLDS
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Communicated by William Browder, December 9, 1968

In this announcement, we outline a version of Haefliger and
Poenaru's Immersion Theorem [2] for topological manifolds. We
then use our theorem to do surgery on topological manifolds, and
obtain results such as the following: Let Mn be a closed, almost parallelizable topological manifold (that is, the tangent bundle of M—p is
trivial, p£M) which has the homotopy type of a finite complex. Then
by a sequence of surgeries, M can be reduced to an [n/2 — 1 ] connected almost parallelizable manifold.
In order to state the Immersion Theorem we give the following
definitions: Let M, M' and Q be topological manifolds, M a compact
locally flat submanifold of the open manifold M', with dim M'
= dim Q.
Write Imjtf>(M, Q) for the semisimplicial complex of M' immersions
of M in Q; a simplex of lmM'(M, Q) is an immersion ƒ: AX U-+AXQ
commuting with the projections on the standard simplex A, where U
is a neighborhood of M in M'. Two such are identified if they agree on
A X (a neighborhood of M in M').
Write R(TM'\ M, TQ) for the semisimplicial complex of representation germs of the tangent bundle of M' restricted to M in the tangent bundle of Q; a simplex of R{TM'\ M, TQ) is a microbundle map
$ of AXTU in AXTQ which commutes with projections on A, [/a
neighborhood of M in M', such that the map of AXTU in AX UXQ
given by (/, u, w7)—^» «, ir$(t> u> u')) is an immersion on a neighborhood of AX (the diagonal of M). Two such representations define the
same representation germ if they agree on a neighborhood of A X (the
diagonal of M.
Observe that if ƒ is a simplex of I m ^ l f , Q), the map df defined as
follows, is a simplex of R(TM'\ M, TQ):df(t, uy «') = (>» ƒ<«> ƒ««')
where u, « ' £ U, ƒ(/, u) = (/, ftu). We now state the Immersion Theorem. Suppose M has a handlebody decomposition with all handles of
index<dim Q. Then the map d: ImM>(M, Q)-+R(TM'\M, TQ) is a
homotopy equivalence. R. Lashof has shown [ô] that the hypothesis
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that M has a handlebody decomposition can be removed, in case
dim JW<dim M'.
We first prove the following
NEIGHBORHOOD «-ISOTOPY EXTENSION THEOREM.2 Let

E*

be

eu-

clidean qspace, X a closed subset of Eq, UC. V neighborhoods of X in Eq.
Let F: UXIn—>VqXIn be an n-isotopy, that is, an embedding which
commutes with projections on In. Then there is an ambient n-isotopy
H: VqXln->Vq XI" fixed outside a compact set withH(FoX, t) = F(x, t)
for xÇz U', an open neighborhood of X contained in U.
PROOF. For clarity, we give the argument for » = 1. Applying the
lemma below starting at any level s £ 7 in either direction we obtain
h9 and U8 so that (replacing F0 by Fs) the theorem holds for a;EC/,
and / in an interval about s. We then use the compactness of the unit
interval to construct the required isotopy H. Using an induction, this
argument is generalized to prove the Neighborhood w-Isotopy Extension Theorem.
LEMMA. There is an e > 0 and a level preserving homeomorphism
ho: VX [0, e]—>VX [0, e] fixed outside a compact set with h0(Fox, t)
— Fix, t) for xÇzUo, O ^ / g e , U0 an open neighborhood of X contained in U.
PROOF OF THE LEMMA. Using the arguments in [4] we obtain the
following
Sublemma. Let h: AiXEq"i-^AiXEq^i
be a homeomorphism which
is the identity on a neighborhood of dA^XE9"4. Then if h is close to
the identity, there is a homeomorphism g: AiXEq"i—^AiXEq"i which
is the identity on a neighborhood of âA*X£tf~* and outside a compact
set such that g = i on a neighborhood of A*X0. Further, the map
h—»g is continuous in the compact-open topology.
Now let K be a finite complex, K* the i-skeleton of K, with U"DK
D J . We will construct a sequence of level preserving homeomorphisms k* such that k*F(x, t) = {FQX, t) for x in a neighborhood of
K*9*e[o,€].
Assume k*~l has been defined and let A be an i-simplex of K\ i^O.
We may assume Fo is the identity, so ki"1F is the identity on a neighborhood of dA. Let AX£ 5 "* be contained in a neighborhood of A;
from the arguments in [5] we obtain an isotopy: AX-E ô ~»X[0, e]
—>AX£Q""*X [O, c] which agrees with k*-lF on a neighborhood of
[ A X O U d A X f i H x [<>,€].
8
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The Sublemma then provides homeomorphisms g{ with g't — k^Ft
on a neighborhood of AXOUdAXE9*'
and fixed outside AXE*~\
Putting together the isotopies so obtained from each of the i-simplexes of K' in turn we obtain the inverse of the required isotopy k4.
This completes the inductive step and the proof of the lemma.
We now prove a covering homotopy property for spaces of immersions. Let A'Ç_A be compact subsets of Eq. To simplify notation in
what follows, we write Im(,4, Q) and R(TA, TQ) for I m ^ ^ , Q) and
R(TE«\A, TQ) respectively. Note that if F:AXU->AXQ
or F:A
XTU-+AXTQ is a. simplex oi!m(A,Q) or R(TAt TQ), t/aneighborhood of A, then the restriction pF of F to AX V or AX TV is a simplex of Im(,4', Q) or R(TA\ TQ), V a neighborhood of A'.
THEOREM

ifA=DkXDn~k,

1. The restriction map lm(A, Q)—>lm(A', Q) is afibrationf
A'=dDkXDn~h,
è < d i m Q.

This means the following: Let F: lXlnXV-+IXlnXQ
and
F{ : InXU-*InXQ
be level preserving immersions, with F(Q, t, u)
= FI (t, u). Then there is a level preserving immersion F':
lXlnXU
-+IXIIQ with F'(0, /, u) = F'0{t, u) such that F* = F on
IXInXU"y
V' a neighborhood of A' contained in V.
q
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let Ui be a neighborhood of A' in E whose
closure is compact and contained in V. Since F is an immersion we
can find e > 0 and a level preserving embedding p: [O, e]X/ n X£7o'
->[0, e]XlnXU'
so that Fopt = Ft for Og/^e, where we write

F(t,f,u) =

(t,Ft(f,u)).

Applying this result in either direction at any level t we obtain
U't9 ƒ , = [/-€(/), /+€(/)] and p' such that UlCU', p*:
ItXl»XUl
-^ItXPxV
is an isotopy and Ftpl8^Fat sEItBy the «-Isotopy Theorem there is a neighborhood U" of A' contained in [//_! and an isotopy H'lItX^X
Ul-1-+ItXlnX
V^x fixed
outside a compact set with HlpKt', u)=pl(t', u), « £ £ / " , ï/<'_i prescribed. As in [2], if * < d i m Q we may reduce to the case in which
this compact set lies inside ^ ( J * X f«-i).
Since I is compact we can write 0 = / 0 <^o<^i<^i< • * • <sk-i<tk
= 1 so that [si-u Si]C.(ti—€(ti), ti+e(ti)) for all i. Suppose inductively that a level presei ving immersion F9 : [O, $,-_i] X In X Z7—> [0, s,--i]
XlnXQ has been defined with Fl(t', w) = F,(*', u) for uEU^îf a
neighborhood of A ' in V.
Extend F' over [0, s4] XlnX U as follows.

F\{t\ u) - FtiïxH^s'p'Li e', *),

* e uu
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Note that for « in a neighborhood of d U' in F', H|* = 1 so that this
extension is a well-defined immersion. A calculation shows that if
« € * / / = U^xr\ 1%, FI (/', u) = Ft(t', u). This completes the inductive
step; Theorem 1 is proved by starting the induction with F{.
Let DkXD«-*CE*; we identify dDkXDn~k+l with a neighborhood
of dDkXDn~k in DkXD«~k. Let U, V1 be neighborhoods of DkXD»~k
and dDkXDn~-k+l respectively in Eq, and let 4> be the U' germ of an
immersion ƒ of U in Q.
Write Im<f,(DkXDn~kt Q) for the semisimplicial complex of Eq
immersions of DkXDn~k in Q whose dDkXDn~k+l germ is equal to <f>.
Similarly, let R<ft(T(DkXDn~k)t TQ) be the semisimplicial complex of
representation germs of TU in TQ whose restriction to U' is d(f).
Now by an argument formally identical to that in [2], Theorem 1
implies
1. The map d: Im*(Z>*XZ>-*, Q)-*Rt(T(DkXD»-k),
is a homotopy equivalence if k <dim Q.
LEMMA

2. The map d: ImQD**1 XDn~k, Q)^R(T(dDk^
is a homotopy equivalence if k <dim Q.
LEMMA

TQ)

XDn~k), TQ)

Now let M, M' and Q be topological manifolds, M a compact
locally flat submanifold of the open manifold M', with dim M'
= dim Q. Suppose M has a handlebody decomposition with all handles of index < dim Q.
T H E IMMERSION THEOREM.

Themap d:lmM'{MiQ)-*R{TM,\

M, TQ)

is a homotopy equivalence.
PROOF. We argue by induction on the number of handles of M.
Suppose M=MQ\JDkXDn-h,
M0r\DkXDn-k=dDkXD»-k+K
Since M
k
n k
is locally flat in M', D XD ~ is contained in a coordinate neighborhood in M'\ thus by Theorem 1, the map Imjif/(Af, Q)—>ImM>(M0, Q)
induced by restriction, is a fibration. The proof now proceeds by an
argument formally identical to that in [2].
We now use the Immersion Theorem to do surgery on topological
manifolds (see [5]). Let Mn be a topological manifold, TM the tangent microbundle of M and foi SP—>M a continuous map.
LEMMA 3. If 2p<n and the induced bundle fQT M is trivial, there is
an embedding f ': SpXDn~p-+M which represents the homotopy class off0.

Let w: SpXRn~p—>SP be the natural projection. Then
(f07r)*TM is trivial, thus the standard trivialization of T(SpXRn"p)
induces a representation of TRn\Sp in TM(SpXRn~pCRn).
By the
PROOF.
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Immersion Theorem, there is a regular homotopy class of En immersions of Sp in M corresponding to this representation. The result below shows that such a regular homotopy class contains an embedding,
if 2p<n. The proof of Lemma 3 is completed by noting that an En
embedding of Sp in M restricts to an embedding of SpXDn~p in M.
Using Cernavskiï's Theorem [l ] and General Position arguments
we can show the following
Let Mn be a topological manifold and K a p-complex in
E , with 2p<n. Then any regular homotopy class of En immersions of
K in M contains an immersion ƒ : U—±M with f\ K an embedding.
THEOREM.

n

Note that ƒ is then an embedding on a neighborhood of K.
2. Let Mn be an almost parallelizable topological manifold.
Let X£7Tpikf, with 2p<n. Then X can be represented by an embedding
ƒ: SpXDn~p-+M such that the manifold x(M, ƒ) obtained from M by
surgery is also almost parallelizable.
THEOREM

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let * be a trivialization of T(M—x). As in
Lemma 3, we can find an embedding/: SpXRn~p-+M—x such that
the trivialization of the restriction of TM tof(SpXRn~~p) induced by
df from the standard trivialization of T(SpXRn~~p) is homotopic to
<S>\f(SpXRn~p).
Now x(ilf, ƒ) = M-f(SpXDn~p)VDp+1XS»-p-1
where (0, 0')ESp
i s identified with f(0, 0')- Let
xSn-P-i
x'

= sp X (Rn~p - Dn~p) U Dp+l X I X i)*-*"1,

where 1 XDn-p~1Cd(D1XDn-p-'1)
^S»-**"1. Now the standard trivialization of T(SpXRn-p) restricted to SpX(Rn-p-Dn~p)
extends to a
trivialization of Tx', identifying
(SpXl)XDn~p~lCSpXD1XDn-p-'1
CRp+1 XRn~p~l with dDp+l X (1X J9n~^1).
By the Covering Homotopy Theorem [8], this implies $ | M
-f(SpXDn-p) extends to a trivialization of
T(M-f(SpXDn"p)^X,)f
p
n p
n p
where (0, t6')ES X(R - -~Ô - )Cx'
is identified with f(0,tO')t t^l.
However, M-f{SpXDn-p)Vx'=x{M,
f)-D»**x(Mt f)-y,
y£:Dn.
Thus T(x(M,f) —xKJy) is trivial. We may suppose x^Jy is contained
in a coordinate neighborhood ^i? n , thus T(x(M, ƒ) — ^(0)) is trivial.
Using the surgery techniques of [3] we have applied Theorem 2
together with the Immersion Theorem to show the following
3. Let Af4*+1 be a closed almost parallelizable topological
manifoldy which has the homotopy type of a finite complex. Then M is
triangulable as a piecewise linear manifold.
THEOREM
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R. Lashof has generalized this result in [6], thus we omit the proof.
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